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Abstract
Social networks play an essential role in today‟s world where the information about
several aspects is being shared across users. The data is completely heterogeneous in nature
where it varies among multiple users. In this case, the data maintenance and da ta retrieval
requires the effective algorithm to reduce the latency in fetching the information. Recently
Semantic web is gaining potential importance in terms of representing the real world data‟s.
In this project, the concept of „Graph Algorithm‟ is used to handle the user information where
links among the sub links of user information is made. It matches with set similarity (SMS2)
query over a large graph database, which retrieves sub graphs that are structurally isomorphic
to the query graph, and meanwhile satisfy the condition of vertex pair matching with the
(dynamic) weighted set similarity. Based on the index and signatures, we propose an efficient
two-phase pruning strategy including set similarity pruning and structure-based pruning,
which exploits the unique features of both (dynamic) weighted set similarity and graph
topology. A similar social network is modelled as an application to implement the concept
and demonstrate .

Introduction
Cloud computing offers the vision
of a virtually infinite pool of computing,
storage and networking resources where
application can be scalable and deployed.

In particular Google cloud service
provides Google App Engine for Java!
With App Engine, you can build web
applications

using

Java

technologies and run them on Google's
scalable infrastructure.

1

standard
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stored in Google‟s Server which is much
With the emergence of many real

secured

and

cost

effective.

The

applications such as social networks,

appointment could be made for any

Semantic Web, and biological networks,

business Purpose in a very user interactive

graph databases have been widely used as

way. It helps Business people to manage

important tools to

their client‟s easily in time and Service

model and query

complex graph data. Much prior work has
extensively studied various types of queries
over graphs, in which subgraph matching is
a fundamental graph query type. Given a

them.

2. Literature Survey
2.1 Fast graph pattern matching

query graph Q and a large graph G, a
typical subgraph matching query retrieves

Due to rapid growth of the Internet

those subgraphs in G that exactly match

technology

with Q in terms of both graph structure and

scientific/technological

vertex labels. However, in some real graph

number of applications that model data as

applications, each vertex often contains a

and
advances,

new
the

graphs increases, because graphs have high

rich set of tokens or elements representing

expressive power to model complicated

features of the vertex, and the exact

structures. The dominance of graphs in

matching of vertex labels is sometimes not

real-world applications asks for new graph

feasible or practical. Education at present

data management so that users can access

even though given at its good form, it is not

graph data effectively and efficiently. In

being given at its best.

this paper, we study a graph pattern

This is an attempt to present social
network at its best form so that users start
finding interests by themselves, and can
share information among their friends ,
thus helps them to complete the course or
the user they work on.

The entire

application is built using Google App
Engine and hence all application data‟s are

2

matching problem over a large data graph.
The problem is to find all patterns in a
large data graph that match a user-given
graph pattern. We propose a new two-step
R-join (reach ability join) algorithm with
filter step and fetch step based on a clusterbased join- index with graph codes. We
consider the filter step as an R-semijoin,
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and propose a new optimization approach

Retailer and Whole-seller, and all of them

by interleaving R-joins with R-semijoins.

receive services from the same Bank

We conducted

extensive performance

directly or indirectly over a large data

studies, and confirm the efficiency of our

graph which can be obtained from the

proposed

new

approaches.

Web.

provides

great

expressive

A

graph

power

to

describe and understand the complex

2.2 A tool for approximate large

relationships among data objects. With the

graph matching

rapid growth of World-Wide-Web, new
data archiving and analyzing techniques,
there exists a huge volume of data
available in public,

which is graph

structured in nature including hypertext
data, semi- structured data [1]. RDF also
allows

users

to

explicitly

describe

semantic resource in graphs [7]. In [27],
Shasha et al. highlighted algorithms and
applications for tree and graph searching
including graph/subgraph matching in data
graphs. The demand increases to query
graphs over a large data graph. In this
paper, we study a graph pattern matching
problem that is to retrieve all patterns in a
large graph, GD, that match a user-given
graph pattern, Gq, based on reachability.
As an example,

based

on business

relationships, a graph pattern can be
specified as to find Supplier, Retailer,
Whole seller, and Bank such that Supplier
directly or indirectly supplies products to

3

Large graph datasets are common in many
emerging database applications, and most
notably

in

large-scale

scientific

applications. To fully exploit the wealth of
information encoded in graphs, effective
and efficient graph matching tools are
critical. Due to the noisy and incomplete
nature of real graph datasets, approximate,
rather than exact, graph matching is
required.

Furthermore,

many

modern

applications need to query large graphs,
each of which has hundreds to thousands
of nodes and edges. This paper presents a
novel technique for approximate matching
of large graph queries. We propose a novel
indexing method that incorporates graph
structural information in a hybrid index
structure.

This

indexing

technique

achieves high pruning power and the index
size scales linearly with the database size.
In addition, we propose an innovative
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matching paradigm to query large graphs.

among the query proteins. It can handle

This technique distinguishes nodes by their

large queries of up to 25 proteins.

importance in the graph structure. The
matching algorithm first matches the

3. Existing System

important nodes of a query and then

Generally social networking websites does

progressively

matches.

not contain the graph concept. And all e-

Through experiments on several real

current system has same content to all

datasets, this paper demonstrates the

users. We can‟t able to create dynamic

effectiveness

content, and if any user want to filter the

extends

and

these

efficiency

of

the

proposed method.

2.3

data by some constraint of interests, the

Torque:

topology-free

querying of protein interaction
networks

querying of protein-protein interaction
networks. It aims to answer the following
given

a

set

of

proteins

constituting a known complex or a
pathway in one species, can a similar
complex or pathway be found in the
protein network of another species? To this
end, Torque seeks a matching set of
proteins that are sequence similar to the
query proteins and span a connected region
of the target network, while allowing for
both insertions and deletions. Unlike
existing approaches, TORQUE does not
require knowledge of the interconnections

4

profile to get the data. This method is time
consuming and in efficient. Many studies
have been conducted on seeking the

TORQUE is a tool for cross-species

question:

user has to click and visit each and every

efficient solution for subgraph similarity
search over certain (deterministic) graphs
due to its wide application in many fields,
including bioinformatics, social network
analysis,

and

Resource

Description

Framework (RDF) data management. All
these works assume that the underlying
data are certain. However, in reality,
graphs are often noisy and uncertain due to
various factors, such as errors in data
extraction,

inconsistencies

integration,

and

privacy

in

data

preserving

purposes. Therefore, in this paper, we
study subgraph similarity search on large
probabilistic graph databases.
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3.1 Disadvantages of Existing

application.
processing

1. Fetching
Filtering

Interests
users

is

and
done

manually and consumes lot
of time and man work.

Currently,
involves

graph

some

query

form

of

isomorphism test, which results in very
high response times. Indexing is the most
popular way to optimize query processing
times. In this paper, we compare some of

2. Much overhead arises for the
administrator to manage the
users.

the existing work on subgraph query
processing including cIndex, gIndex and
FG-Index.

3. Users can‟t see the status
regarding the friends update.

4. Users doesn‟t have any

There

performance

is

trade-off

a

precision

involved

in

subgraph queries on graph databases.
There is a need to distinguish efficient

intimation regarding the date

querying

and time of the results

applications. By analyzing the state of the

methods tailored

to certain

art and comparing the methods in use, we
can identify the key aspects in each and

ARCHITECTURE

build a new indexing mechanism that can
be adjusted according to the application
and boost performance. This new index
will map graphs in the dataset onto a plane
and borrow some properties of similarity
search techniques to greatly reduce the size
of the candidate set of graphs on which the
isomorphism test is performed.

Figure 1.1 Architecture

4.1 ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In our proposed system we introduce a

One of the best query approach on a graph

new feature of search query using Graph

database is the subgraph query; where,

Algorithm. Graph Databases are rapidly

given a graph, it is required to determine a

increasing

subgraph that satisfies certain properties.

5

in

popularity,

size

and
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Subgraph queries include both exact
querying, where we need to find exactly
the same subgraph as the query q, and
approximate solutions, where a subgraph
close enough to q will be deemed
satisfactory. Algorithms for queries of this
type can be feature, closure or coding
based, or verification based approaches.
The first works in this area concentrated
on filtering and candidate verification. The
Fig 1.2 Parallel Sync

first process filters the dataset according to
some query parameters. This filtered set of

Our

graphs is much smaller than the original

architecture. The boxes labelled I denote

dataset.

multiple slave

The

second

step,

candidate

parallel

computing

instances.

framework

The master

verification, is a subgraph isomorphism

application is responsible for generating

problem. Even if the number of graphs is

and distributing the work among parallel

greatly reduced, performing this operation

slaves

every time the database is queried proves

applications and responsible for the actual

to be inexcusably expensive. Once it was

computation.

implemented

as

GAE

Web

accepted that the filter-verify approach is
not

producing

results

as

expected,

5. MAIN MODULES

especially given the way datasets were

The system after careful analysis has been

expanding, different indexing approaches

identified

were proposed.

Following modules.

to

be presented

with the

The modules involved are:
 OAUTH (Open Authentication)
 User Interests
 Friend List
 Notifications

6
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 API Synchronization

authorization server, with the approval of

 Syntax Analysis

the resource owner, or end-user. The client

 Filtration and Report

then uses the access token to access the

5.1 Module Description

protected resources hosted by the resource
server.

In this section, the total web
service

repository

building

is

demonstrated. The QoS on web services is
highly

essential

to

be

Steps involved in OAuth
1. Obtain OAuth 2.0 credentials

maintained.

Unfortunately the existing system doesn‟t

Both Service Provider (SP) like

meet the QoS standards. To maintain QoS

Google and the application know OAuth

on

2.0 credentials such as a client ID and

web

services,

the

following

client secret. The set of values varies based

methodology is used.

on what type of application you are
5.1.1 OPEN AUTHENTICATION
In

general,

this

authenticating

building.

module deals

the

user

with

inside

the

application, this is considered to be the
efficient and secured method in order to

For

example,

a

JavaScript

application does not require a secret, but a
web server application does.
2. Obtain an access token from the
Google Authorization Server.

allow the user to be authenticated inside
the application. An open authentication

Before your application can access private

protocol

to

data using a Google API, it must obtain an

authorization. It specifies a process for

access token that grants access to that API.

resource owners to authorize third-party

A single access token can grant varying

access to their server resources without

degrees of access to multiple APIs. A

sharing

is

an

open

standard

credentials.

Designed

variable parameter called scope controls

work

Hypertext

the set of resources and operations that an

OAuth

access token permits. During the access-

essentially allows access tokens to be

token request, your application sends one

issued

or more values in the scope parameter.

their

specifically
Transfer

to

Protocol

to

third-party

with
(HTTP),

clients

by

an

There are several ways to make this

7
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request,

and they vary by type of

application you are building.
For

example,

a

practice to avoid creating unnecessary URI
parameter names.

JavaScript

Access tokens are valid only for the

application might request an access token

set of operations and resources described

using a browser redirect to Google, while

in the scope of the token request.

an application installed on a device that
has no browser uses web service requests.
Some requests require an authentication

4. Refresh the access token, if necessary.
Access

tokens

have

limited

step where the user logs in with their

lifetimes. If your application needs access

Google account. After logging in, the user

to a Google API beyond the lifetime of a

is asked whether they are willing to grant

single access token, it can obtain a refresh

the permissions that your application is

token. A refresh token allows your

requesting. This process is called user

application to obtain new access tokens.

consent. If the user grants the permission,

Final after getting the token from google,

the Google Authorization Server sends

the key is exchanged between the google

your application an access token (or an

server and the web application, then if the

authorization code that your application

results matches, then the user is allowed to

can use to obtain an access token). If the

enter in to the application.

user does not grant the permission, the
server returns an error.
3. Send the access token to an API.
After an application obtains an
access token, it sends the token to a
Google API in an HTTP authorization
header. It is possible to send tokens as URI
query-string parameters, but we don't
recommend it, because URI parameters
can end up in log files that are not
completely secure. Also, it is good REST

8
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Figure.4.3.1 Open Authentication

web service which satisfies user needs.
The user wants an efficient way to find an

5.2WEB SERVICE IDENTIFICATION
In this module, the web services
based on the functionalities required are
generated. In general, each web services
are

intended

to

perform a separate

operation. A web service repository is a set

appropriate web service which satisfied his
needs in a short time. The functionality is
mainly decided based on the input that is
set for the web services and the output of
the web services that the user needs. This
is done in this module.

of disjoint services. We denote it as {w1,
w2,….}

5.4 User Interests

5.3 FUNCTIONALITY REQUEST

•

profile, obtaining various interests

As the growth of web related

from the users.

requirements increases gradually, the users
who interact with the web needs the

In this phase, we build the user

•

The data obtained from the users

system to system interaction, created the

are persisted on Google Datastore

need for a structure which provided

using Datastore API and set ready

interaction not only with the user but also

for indexing. The persistence is

help application to application interaction.

done using Persistence Manager

This

Factory.

problem

called

as

Application

Integration which is resolved by Web

5.5 Data Analytics

Services. Moreover, with the addition of
In this module,

the intelligence and autonomy of software
agents,

transactions

automated

for

may

be

equally

consumer-to-consumer,

business-to-consumer,

and

business-to-

business collaborations.
But it is a clear observation that
number of web services is increased where
a problem is raised to find an appropriate

9

the Datastore

indexing operation is performed in order to
perform the JSON mapping among the
nodes. JSON Mapping is performed to
analyze the statistics among the interests
and data linking between various node and
edges.

5.6 Syntax Analysis
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•

Graph API requires the predefined

compared

to

state-of-the-art subgraph

set of string required for indexing.

matching methods.

The set can include the terms listed
in the API:
•

Eg : List of, Get the, Where we,

7. Future Enhancements

How to
•

So in this module, we set the list of

 In this future, the concept of
„Graph Algorithm‟ will be able to

predefined strings.

handle the user information where
links among the sub links of user

5.7 Filtration and Reports

information is made.

In this phase, the results are obtained

 It matches with set similarity

via querying through Graph API and

(SMS2) query over a large graph

the reports / output is rendered in

database,

View. For View, the dataTable API is

graphs

used.

isomorphic to the query graph, and

which
that

are

retrieves

sub

structurally

meanwhile satisfy the condition of

6.

Conclusion

vertex pair matching with the

In this project, we study the

(dynamic) weighted set similarity.

problem of subgraph matching with set

 Based on the index and signatures,

similarity, which exists in a wide range of

we propose an efficient two-phase

applications. To tackle this problem, we

pruning

propose efficient pruning techniques by

similarity pruning and structure-

considering both vertex set similarity and

based pruning, which exploits the

graph topology. Finally, we propose an

unique features of both (dynamic)

efficient dominating-set based subgraph

weighted set similarity and graph

match algorithm to find subgraph matches.

topology

Extensive

experiments

have

been

conducted to demonstrate the efficiency
and

effectiveness of our

10

approaches

strategy

including

set
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